a pop, glitch and optimistic project

THE PROJECT

Pixel de Stael is an electronic pop duo that plays with
many kinds of glitch effects that come out during musical production’s creative process. We play with potentially deficient computers and electronic devices.

The Barcelona based independent label El Genio Equivocado will release the album in october 2020.
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TAGS

Glitchpop
Dataerror
DIY
Glofi
Artpop
Electro
Databending
Techno
Chiptune
Synthpop
Glitchart
Postinternet
IDM
Postdigital
Concretemusic
Circuitbending
Glitchyourself
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THE IDEA

Pixel de Stael explores the tension between the technology of our hyperconnected-cybernethic world and the
organic elements, especially its users: human beings. It
is a humanistic, accessible and optimistic approach, far
from utopic futurism or distopic pessimism.
We do consider technology as an extension of human nature. Therefore, we see it as an indeterminate-imperfect
phenomenon. We do not present technology as something
that leads to a better future, nor as something that
will end the planet or humanity as we know it.
Pixel de Stael claims the beauty of errors, which makes
technology human. We want to have fun with the fall of
a system, with the systematized error or any bug. When
an error occurs we try to go beyond it. We understand
a “pixel” as an organic element and a “glitch” as an
artistic element. If technology is human, it will be
imperfect, but at the same time, there will always be
hope.
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LANGUAGES

We live in a globalized world with google translator at
the tip of our fingers. This is why Pixel de Stael is a
multilingual project. We don’t see language as a boundary but as a vehicle for musical expression. We sing
mainly in catalan but we seek universality with voice
samples in different languages, so that each listener
can approach the project as he/she likes.
# Lead voice in catalan, some in spanish and french.
# Samples in english, french and italian.
# During live performances we speak and experiment with
any language.
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THE AESTHETICS

SOUND AESTHETICS

Pixel de Stael mixes the beauty of technological errors
with the naturality of human voices and pop melodies.
Our flag is the poetry of glitch.
The project is essentially pop and electronic, with
inspirations that come from rock, punk, psychedelia,
techno, acid house, dub, trip hop, concrete music, industrial music, acousmatic music and, of course, sounds
of videogames... to finally create our own sound.
We seek a contemporary and accessible sound, where the
use of technology is integrated in a human way. We reject the “flashy” aesthetic of cyberpunk and the childish/naive stridency of the typical 8 bits video games
to give rise to less saturated tones and a more earthy,
minimalist and seductive cybernetic poetry, with the
“crunchy” point of computer errors.
We love the sounds that are organically erroneous and
beautifully imperfect. We are interested in hybrid experiments. We explore the conflicts that arise from impossible mergers. We integrate with a taste for harmony and
melody the most popular computer failures and all kinds
of concrete sound glitches. We have sought this magic,
the attitude of garage rock but with the computer, with
a predilection for small and pocket-sized electronic devices, extremely portable, hybrid and FM synthesizers,
the saturated guitars, voices and manipulated sounds.
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OUR INFLUENCES
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OUR INFLUENCES
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VISUAL AESTHETICS

Visuals are one of the key elements of Pixel de
Stael.

We play with the “kinetic” possibilities of image manipulation by reducing resolution and digital
glitch. We have Nicolas de Staël’s figurative experiments as a reference. Our images use the most human
visual element: portrait.

Here are some of our “glitched” photos opposed to
Nicolas de Staël paintings (check out the following
pages).
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PAINTINGS OF NICOLAS DE STAEL AND OUR VISUALS
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PAINTINGS OF NICOLAS DE STAEL AND OUR VISUALS
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COMPONENTS

PIXEL 0
Voice lead + two cases with small electronic devices.
It is the base pixel. Restless, dilettante and self-taught, with a critical spirit and vigilant with new technologies, with strong humanistic, animalistic and libertarian convictions.

PIXEL 1
Secondary voice + two cases with small electronic devices
+ an electric guitar.
It is the complementary pixel. Technical, academic and
cartesian, but with a deeply immature spirit.
Bon vivant in love with life and live music.
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PIXEL 0 SHORT BIO
Before becoming a pixel, he was the author of unpublished novels, plays and “abrupt” puppets, comic scripts and evanescent countercultural experiments, but no less significant,
such as the Compagnie de Cinéastes de Paris or the art gallery L’indiscret in Barcelona.
He had also been a drummer in rock groups in Paris and Barcelona. And for the last years he
has been songwriter and ex-leader of Bläue, an alternative rock group winner of an award
at Sona 9 2010; with whom he published two albums: “Noe us enfadeu, porteu-me una serra”
(Discmedi / Bläue 2013), and the “Abans estàvem al món”, (Bläue 2016). In 2017, looking for
a new way to express its musical concerns in a more inspiring, free and fun way, it leaves
the band to undertake something new in order to deal with these complex and mindless times,
where it seems impossible to do anything without the damn computer, the fucking cellular
phone and, above all, the internet.
Exploring the sound limits of these new technological tools with which he feels obliged to
get along, he becomes entangled with electronic composition, but above all, with the potholes of electronic composition. It is thanks to his dysfunctional computer, old and full of
malware and cookies, and the defective musical devices that he hoards in his house that he
is faced with all kinds of digital and electrical computer accidents. These accidents seem
fascinating and inspiring to him. Luminous downloads of contradictory but very significant
information that leave him totally stunned. He is possessed by a new sound universe. And
this is how he makes a quantum leap, transcends his old identity and becomes unambiguously
Pixel 0.
As it is logical, in the quantum, digital universe, a 0 is nothing without its 1, so in
order to continue being, it quickly searches for its complementary Pixel 1; and this is how
the duo of electronic pop/glitch Pixel de Stael is born.
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PIXEL 1 SHORT BIO
Before being a pixel, he was the guitar player of Jollyheads Circus, an indie rock band
with whom he published “The Kaleidoscope Dawn” (Whatabout Music 2012). Parallel to the Jollyheads concerts, he toured France, Spain and Portugal with the French singer Fanny Roz.
A project that he co-directed and with which he recorded two albums: “Prend Son Souf e
Saute!” (BCore 2012) and “Gran Decoración” (2017). The musical mutations and the restless
spirit of his first project made the band Jollyheads become Fictions Parc, a project with
which he comes into contact for the first time with the world of synthesis. Under this new
identity they publish the EP “The Mechanical Moon” (2016), which wins the Music in Motion
award (Avid Music).
Fretting his new synthesizer, he discovers his deep interest in technology applied to music
and almost bores of the electric guitar, allowing himself to be captured by the futuristic
charm of the oscillators and by the infinite possibilities of composition with computer plugins. He spends hours and days of creative vice generating synthetic soundtracks, modifying
them infinite times, designing esoteric timbres and complicated alien melodies, lonely hours
and days that gradually separate him from the spirit of rock & roll, as if he had become
a tragic character of a science fiction story, who only craves when the dream is truncated
by the collapse of its computer program, or by RAM problems.
While playing with these computer-made collages suddenly he felt a nostalgia for live music. So he immediately starts looking for a project. And then appears Pixel 0, an old friend
wanting to bust the possibilities of the machine and share the adventure.
He quickly adopts the thesis and desires to exploit the potential of computer failures.
There is an unexpected quantum leap in his life that leads him to become irremediably Pixel
1, the indispensable extension that makes effective the electronic pop / glitch duo Pixel
de Stael.
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THE SHOW

THE CONCEPT

The show is a pop, “daw-less”, portable, hybrid and
adaptable set.
Music: The complete set fits in four cases plus a
guitar. Each case has electronic devices, samplers,
synths, etc. Easy to carry and travel.
Visual: The show combines music and projections.
Volàtil (vjspain, BeCool...) and Xarlene (Nitsa
club) are the visual artists that work live with
Pixel de Stael. They glitch the images and distort
them in sync with the music, making every show different and a unique experience (glitch-art, pixelart, video-circuit-bending).
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RIDER

#1) Pixel 0: 2 voice mics Shure SM58 (or similar)
#2) Pixel 1: 1 voice mic Shure SM58 (or similar)
#3) Master Out St (L-R) XLR
Out opcional on the left:
1 Master Out St (L-R) XLR 4 mono out jack
#4) LED screan (or projector)
PA: 2 frontal + 2 lateral
REQUERIMIENTOS ARTISTAS VISUALES Volàtil & Xarlene
* 2 meters on one side of the set. Visual contact
with Pixel 0 & Pixel 1 needed.
* HDMI cable long enough
* 4 power outlets
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CONTACT

www.pixeldestael.com
IG: @pixel_de_stael
YT: Pixel de Stael
info@pixeldestael.com
0034 620 274 387

Label & Booking:
info@elgenioequivocado.com
www.elgenioequivocado.com
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